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Projects

- Open Source Project
- Collaborative Project
Open Source Project
Project

- Java Project
- At least 5000 lines of code (when you start)
- Available infrastructure (SVN/CVS, website...)
Last Year’s Projects

• Talk from Till G. Bay and Michela Pedroni
Collaborative Project: Virtual File System
Virtual File System

Create a Tool that:

• allows browsing several file system types (regular, ftp...)
• enables file sharing
Groups

Each group will code a part of the project (will depend on the number of groups interested)
Parts of the project

• GUI

• file names/format can be specified as a URL

• program should be able to extend the file formats/transport on a per file basis by loading the needed code from the file provider

• client should allow sharing in a P2P way or centralized way

• Concurrent accesses should be covered
Modalities
Groups

• A wiki page will be open with all the information (will be updated regularly)

• groups of 4 people maximum
Important Dates

• 25th April: choose a project and create a wiki page according to template
• 10th May: document describing what is planned
• 14th June: presentation, maximum 3 slides
• 10th July (no extension): put on the wiki a report that describes the achievements and the difficulties
And now...

Questions?

Groups...